Dave Hopkins, a candidate for the Northeast Regional Director’s
position at NENA would like to ask for your support during our
national elections process. A brief bio on candidate Hopkins;
Started my emergency services adventure in Buffalo NY when I
volunteered to work at the Buffalo State Ambulance Corps back
in 1978, I was eager to learn and took any opportunities that
were available. I started on the dispatcher desk, worked my way
through the ranks to be the agencies first student Director; a
great opportunity and learning experience. After graduation from
Buffalo State I spent time working in the New York City
financial world where my communications background became
my full time focus. This transitioned to my working for
Rochester Telephone where I gained exposure to the Public
Switch Telephone Network and the training that working for the
phone company offers, another great learning opportunity. During my 13 year tenure I held many
roles starting as an installer and working through many assignments including carrier and special
services management along with the FAA and 911 operations. The exposure to 911 was
addictive and the rest as they say is history, I joined Steuben County as the Deputy Director in
their efforts to establish 911 service within the jurisdiction in 2004. We turned up the Steuben
County NY PSAP in May of 2005 serving 1400 square miles and 100,000 residents along with
the 46 fire, 18 law enforcement and 22 EMS agencies that serve the community. Since then we
were the first PSAP in NYS to process text to 911, have been instrumental in the construction of
a regional ESI that currently traverses 10 of New York States Counties and have plans in 2019
to offer multicounty 911 call processing and logging recorder via that network.
I am seeking your support of my efforts to earn the Northeast Regional Director role for a 2 year
term, the election is in March/April of 2019. I am running for this office as I wish to learn more
regarding the operations of our NENA Executive Board and our national organization and the
plans to resolve the issue of dispatcher job reclassification by the Department of Labor. I also
would like to learn more of what changes can be made for States that raid 911 surcharge money,
this issue impacts a few of our Atlantic Chapter PSAP’s and the issue needs to be resolved so
that we are all on the same footing as it applies to access to federal programs to better coordinate
the deployment of a nationwide NG911 solution.
If I were to gain your support I will work to accomplish our common goals and objectives and
represent the Northeast with pride within NENA.

